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MEDIAPIE INVEW
Mediapie is an anonymous decentralized social project that allows users to
create and send non pluralized but authorized content seamlessly on the Mediapie platform. Our robot APP and website will allow you to store your Photos and
videos files de-centrally and securely in a single platform; built-in an anonymously management will allow you to decide if you want to keep your photos
private or if you want to sell photo rights to others in exchange for MNFT tokens.
We will Implement a section that will occupy 5mins (max) video and series of
your pictures, project proposal and general talent hunt category.
Right of ownership with an anonymous user’s water link will be created and unaltered but will remain traceable on our own mother blockchain in the nearest
future. Mediapie.explorer/waterlink which interested client can easily check
users’ content via their public water link address.
While we are not in competition with steemit, we strongly believe that we are
more equipped with interesting features than an annoying and complicated
content upvoting for a reward. This we can achieve by a driven community of
mind-likes.
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OUR OBJECTIVE
Our objective with Mediapie token and platform is to decentralize the internet

opportunities by providing a workable platform for your skills. We also aim to integrate a commutable ledger bookings copyright for your activities after our
main net.

OUR MISSION
Our objective with Mediapie token and platform is to decentralize the internet

opportunities by providing a workable platform for your skills. We also aim to integrate a commutable ledger bookings copyright for your activities after our
main net.
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EXPECTED SOLUTIONS?
Our mission for launching Mediapie is to solve many issues with mainstream,
centralized social media and correct the conventional social media anomalies
through.
Full integration of MNFT token against the annoying ads on conventional or tradition social medias
An avatar and water link user platform
Content acceptability is solely in the hands of the community
Achieves reliability of data with blockchain technology with lower costs than
ever before
Decentralized of contents, photos and videos
Give every photo or video a monetized value which will be treacable on the
blockchain
Manage licenses and rights of photos or videos via an explorer waterlink
Talent and social tasks rewards with MNFT tokens
Meaningful short video be it comedy skits, historic, event short video that is capable of generating traffic to accommodate different languages.
Debug notification reward system
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MEDIAPIE DEFLATIONARY
While the project is a core value for NFT and defi related, we also take auto price
control seriously without creating unnecessary hypes, most importantly while
development is ongoing. To curb inflation, we have deployed Mediapie token to
Share, Burn and finance the liquidity aspect of the platform by charging of 5%
We therefore implore all pancake or similar DEX platform users to set their slippage slightly above 5%.
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HOW TO CREATE AN NFT FROM YOUR
CUSTOM-MADE PICTURES & VIDEOS;
1
2
3
4

Visit and register on mediapienft.com

Create your own NFTs from your personalized made pictures and videos
Obtain a customized watermark on your picture/video

Upload your picture/video on the provided mediapienft platform and click on
“made public” icon that will be provided on the platform
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Attract more lovers, admirers, reposts and comments to your posted media
property.
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Decide on either to give offer or receiver on your media property post on mediapienft public domain.
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If you are selling – you will receive offer on you media property and if you want
to buy: you will give offer on a particular attracted media.
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You can also right click or double click on the particular image to manually set
the custom price for the particular image you want to sell or buy.
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Start earning in both BNB and MNFT for every media property you sell on MNFT
platform.
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MEDIAPIE TOKENMETRICS

Having the best tokenmetric is priority and hence a total of 500M token will be
created and that’s very last supply ever to exit with less than 40% to be in circulation for the next 3 years.
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ICO ARRANGEMENT
In order to make this project happen and give it the best chance of success,
input from the community is essential in order to improve the idea and let the
platform grow. Opinions and collaboration from all parties sharing the same
belief with MNFT is the key to success. The MNFT team needs support from the
public culminating in an ICO which will be divided into 2 phases. It will begin
with the early staunch supporter phase and the public offering will take place
immediately afterwards, leftover sale, all within the space of 30days. Details of
the phases can be seen below.
We are going to launch the project ICO in 2 stages depending on how soon we
are able to accomplish them with a total of 15M token across the 3 stages.
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STAGE 1
Staunch supporter stage; this is otherwise known as presale- A
total 5M token will be available on presale which shall only run for
72 hrs. at 0.055$ with 25% referral bonus.

STAGE 2
Public sale: A total of 10M token will be available at 0.075$ which
shall run for 10 days with 20% referral bonus.
All unsold token will be burned
Minimum: $50
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FUND FINANCES AND ALLOCATION
Minimum Threshold - The minimum threshold is $500,000 this
amount will cover the costs of running Mediapie project from Q4
2021- Q42022
Hard Cap – In case the hard is reached, we will accelerate and integrate our products and platform and main net into Q2 2022 Road
Map. Also, marketing will be at its peak.
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ROAD MAP

ROAD MAP

2021

2022

Q1 Research on traditional media and
pro documentation of ideas
Potential team members scouting
Q2 Internal fund raising
Q3 Website, Token deployment, Token
Sales and airdrop for platform users
came to live
Q4 Full version on the Road map release

Q1 Release of Mediapie APP V1 and TEST run
with reward bounty
Q2 More Top exchanges listing
Q2 Version 2 and second testing goes live with
bug’s reward
Q2 Playstore and IOS app uploading
Q3 Introduction of Mediapie wallet and Defi
platnet launch
Q4 Work on mainnet begins
Q4 RM reupdated
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